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Abstract
This paper investigates the impact of an online retailer’s stock-out policy on consumers’ category purchase and choice decisions. We
investigate three different policies: (1) stock-outs are immediately visible and there are no replacement suggestions, (2) stock-outs are only
visible after purchase attempts and (3) stock-outs are immediately visible but a replacement item is suggested. Results from an online grocery
shopping experiment reveal that the adopted stock-out policy has a signiﬁcant impact on both decisions. Making stock-outs not immediately
visible creates confusion and intensiﬁes the consumer’s loss experience, thereby reducing the tendency to buy in the category. Suggesting
a replacement item, in contrast, facilitates the substitution decision and slightly reduces the purchase cancellation rate. It also substantially
increases the suggested item’s choice probability. Yet, this effect disappears when higher-priced – suspicious – items are suggested. Overall,
these results indicate that online grocery retailers have an interest in pursuing open and convenience-oriented stock-out policies.
© 2006 New York University. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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alty and retail image) (Campo et al. 2003; Fitzsimons 2000;
Slootetal.2005).Recentevidencesuggeststhatout-of-stock
(OOS) problems are not limited to traditional supermar-
kets, but may constitute a far more daunting problem for
e-grocers—who experience more severe forecasting prob-
lems and strongly ﬂuctuating demand (Fitzsimons 2000).
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Accordingtoarecentsurvey,productunavailabilityalsorates
second in the top 3 of online shopping irritations (Marketing
online 2004).
Despitetheirimportance,OOShavenotbeeninvestigated
systematically in an online context. Yet, such research could
be insightful for at least two reasons. First, online OOS reac-
tions might differ from those in brick-and-mortar settings
because of differences in store environment (e.g. the lack
of sensory attributes) and shopping behavior (convenience
being the major motivation to use online grocery shopping
services) (see e.g. Degeratu et al. 2000; Morganosky and
Cude 2002). Second, given the constraints of traditional
stores,littleattentionhasbeenpaidbeforetotheeffectofdif-
ferent OOS policies, most stores just leaving the OOS item’s
shelf space empty (Verhoef and Sloot 2005). The more ﬂexi-
bleonlineenvironment,however,offersuniqueopportunities
to alleviate the negative effects of stock-outs.
Based on these observations, our paper contributes to the
literature in two ways. Using a realistic virtual store experi-
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ment,weprovideinsightsintohowconsumersreacttoonline
stock-outs. Our main objective, though, is to compare the
effectiveness of the traditional OOS approach (empty shelf
space) with two OOS policies made feasible by the greater
ﬂexibility of online stores: (i) a ‘non-visible’ policy (stock-
outs are only announced after purchase attempts) and (ii) a
‘replacement’ policy (a substitute is suggested and takes up
the OOS item’s shelf space).
Inthenextsection,weproposeaconceptualframeworkof
online OOS reactions and derive hypotheses on the effect of
different OOS policies. Next, we describe the methodology
anddataset.Wethendiscusstheresultsofanonlineshopping
experiment and indicate directions for future research.
Conceptual framework and hypotheses
In this section, we present a framework describing (i) the
effectofstock-outsonconsumers’routinepurchasebehavior
and (ii) the policies available to online retailers to alleviate
stock-out consequences. Based on these insights, we formu-
late hypotheses on the effect of alternative stock-out policies
on category purchase incidence and choice.
Conceptual framework
Consumer reactions to online stock-outs
When making low involvement purchase decisions, con-
sumers tend to adopt task-simplifying decision rules (Hoyer
1984),whichareespeciallyusefulinadisruptedchoiceenvi-
ronment. Below, we brieﬂy characterize how OOS disrup-
tionscanaffectconsumers’routinepurchasedecisions.Given
the limited impact stock-outs appear to have on quantity
decisions (Campo et al. 2003), we concentrate on purchase
incidence and choice effects.
Previousresearchhasshownthatpurchaseincidencedeci-
sionsnotonlydependonhouseholdproductneedsbutalsoon
the perceived attractiveness of the product category (Bucklin
andGupta1992).Stock-outsreducetheappealoftheproduct
categoryandmaymakeconsumersuncertainastowhichitem
to select. This is especially true when highly preferred items
are missing and when few appropriate substitutes are avail-
able (Boatwright and Nunes 2001; Broniarczyk et al. 1998;
Campo et al. 2000; Sloot et al. 2005). As a result, consumers
may decide to defer or cancel planned category purchases.
For grocery choice decisions, consumers tend to follow
a sequential process. They ﬁrst use simple tactics or cues
to form a reduced set of choice alternatives (the consider-
ation set, see e.g. Roberts and Lattin 1991; Shocker et al.
1991), which are then evaluated more thoroughly to make a
ﬁnal choice. While only a limited number of attributes and
rough screening rules are used in the ﬁrst stage, the second
stage involves a more detailed analysis in which the intrin-
sic value of the retained alternatives is assessed based on all
relevant attributes (Bronnenberg and Vanhonacker 1996; Wu
and Rangaswamy 2003).
Since stock-outs do not change the intrinsic value of
alternatives, they will predominantly affect choice decisions
through the ﬁrst screening stage. Depending on the choice
heuristic used, stock-outs may disproportionately increase
attention for alternatives that (1) share important attributes
with the OOS item (Bell and Fitzsimons 1999; Campo et al.
2003), (2) have an acceptable price level (Jedidi and Zhang
2002; Xia et al. 2004), (3) are highlighted by in-store ele-
ments (e.g. shelf position: Dr` eze et al. 1994), and/or (4) have
beenpurchasedveryrecently(BronnenbergandVanhonacker
1996).
Online retailer stock-out policies
A consumer’s response to an OOS situation also depends
on how retailers are perceived to deal with this service fail-
ure. Online retailers can adopt various OOS/service recov-
ery policies, which differ in (i) when and how stock-outs
are announced to customers (Verhoef and Sloot 2005), (ii)
whetherandhowonlineshelvesareadjustedwhenstock-outs
occur and (iii) whether ﬁnancial compensations are offered.
Stock-out announcement. Online stores – displaying prod-
uct pictures or descriptions rather than real products – offer
the opportunity of ‘masking’ stock-outs. In this case, store
shelves can contain available as well as ‘phantom’ products.
Customersareonlyinformedabouttheproduct’sunavailabil-
itywhentheytrytopurchaseit–orevenworse–atthetimeof
order delivery. By not communicating stock-outs right away,
retailers hope to enhance consumers’ assortment perceptions
(greater perceived variety: see e.g. Hoch et al. 1999; Van
Ryzin and Mahajan 1999). Alternatively, online retailers can
inform customers of a product’s unavailability from the start,
forexample,byaddinganOOS-labeltotheproduct’spicture.
In order to reduce customer dissatisfaction, online retailers
can also easily provide extra information (e.g. indicate why
the OOS occurred and/or when the product will be available
again: see e.g. Beuk 2001; Verhoef and Sloot 2005).
Shelf adjustment. Online stores also provide greater ﬂexibil-
ityforshelfrearrangements.Insteadofphysicalreplacements
of actual products, automated reconﬁgurations of the com-
puter screen can be used to accommodate stock-outs. Such
shelf rearrangements may consist of (i) ﬁlling the ‘empty’
shelf space of OOS products with appropriate replacement
items or (ii) shifting the position of available items to ﬁll the
blanks and mask stock-outs.
Financial compensation. A third policy option is to offer
consumers a ﬁnancial incentive to backorder the unavailable
item (Anderson et al. 2006; Verhoef and Sloot 2005).
Customers could, for instance, receive a coupon with a price
reduction for the next purchase.
Concerning OOS announcements, providing extra infor-
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Fig. 1. Visual representation of the conceptual framework (hypotheses).
(Anderson et al. 2006). Yet, it hardly affects consumer reac-
tions for groceries (Beuk 2001), which explains the limited
use by online grocers. As for shelf organization, completely
rearranging shelves to remove blank positions may well
increase consumers’ variety perceptions. Yet, it also distorts
the perceived assortment structure and increases search costs
forallconsumers.Finally,whileofferingﬁnancialcompensa-
tions is widespread among catalog retailers, it is uncommon
for online grocery stores and its effectiveness appears lim-
ited (Anderson et al. 2006). Based on these observations, we
focusonthefollowingOOSpolicieshereafter:(i)announcing
stock-outs but not adjusting shelves (‘visible—no replace-
ment’ policy), (ii) not announcing stock-outs (‘non-visible’
policy) and (iii) announcing stock-outs and presenting a
replacement item (‘replacement’ policy).
Hypotheses on the impact of stock-out policies
In traditional grocery stores, stock-outs are typically visi-
ble as empty spaces on the shelf and no replacement item
is suggested. Using this approach as the benchmark, we
derive hypotheses on how a ‘non-visible’ and ‘replacement’
OOS policy elicit different purchase incidence and choice
decisions (see Fig. 1). Based on the service failure/recovery
as well as equity literature, we expect consumers to judge
a retailer’s OOS policy on (i) the beneﬁts it generates for
them (perceived fairness of the outcome) and (ii) whether
it is thought to be guided by customer-serving versus self-
servingmotives(perceivedfairnessoftheprocedure)(Palmer
et al. 2000). If the policy is thought to stem from self-serving
(retailer-enriching) motives, it may produce backlash behav-
ior (Fitzsimons and Lehmann 2004).
Non-visible policy
Instead of immediately announcing stock-outs, online
retailers may inform customers of a product’s unavailabil-
ity only when they click on the item to buy it. Hence, the
assortment in a non-visible policy setting may appear more
complete and may be perceived more positively at the outset.
However, this situation may rapidly change when the con-
sumer has to click several times before ﬁnding a product s/he
can buy. The more stock-out items the consumer clicks on
in vain, the more likely that s/he will reach ‘a point of frus-
tration’, i.e. a point where the category attractiveness in a
non-visible policy – and hence the probability of making a
purchase – becomes lower than the category attractiveness in
a visible policy (see Fig. 2).
Weconjecturethatthispointoffrustrationisreachedvery
fast, even after only one or a few clicks. The outcome of
the non-visible policy may quickly become unappealing for
at least two reasons. First, the disappointment and/or frus-
tration from clicking on an OOS item may strengthen the
loss experience from not being able to buy the preferred
product. Second, once consumers have clicked on an OOS
item, they know that the availability of other alternatives is
alsouncertain.Theanticipationofacomplex‘trialanderror’
purchase sequence may make them refrain from purchasing
(Dhar 1997). Moreover, consumers are likely to attribute the
non-visible policy to ‘self-serving’ motives—retailers hid-
ing their OOS problems (unfair procedure). This may further
reduce their willingness to purchase. In brief, we expect the
positive effects of a non-visible policy to be more than coun-
terbalanced by the negative effects:
H1. When confronted with stock-outs, consumers are less
likely to make a purchase in the category when the retailer
follows a non-visible policy (where OOS are visible only
after clicking) than when OOS are visible to all consumers.
Replacement policy
Suggestinganotheritemfromtheassortmentasareplace-
ment may limit the decrease in category attractiveness and,
consequently, the consumers’ tendency to drop a category
purchase. For one, suggesting a substitute may divert the
customer’s attention away from the OOS item (the service
failure). In addition, it may reduce preference uncertainty,
the recommendation providing a simplifying choice heuris-
tic that helps consumers to select a substitute (cf. Fitzsimons
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and Lehmann 2004; Senecal and Nantel 2004). The replace-
ment policy may also affect choice decisions, by directing
attention towards the suggested – highlighted – item (cf.
Bronnenberg and Vanhonacker 1996; Fader and McAlister
1990). We therefore hypothesize that, in general:
H2. When confronted with an OOS, consumers are less
likely to refrain from a category purchase when the retailer
suggests a substitute item than when no replacement item is
suggested.
H3. Suggesting an item as a substitute for an OOS item
increases the probability that the consumer will consider this
item for selection.
Itisimportanttonote,however,thatthiseffectonlyoccurs
when consumers accept the suggestion as a simplifying
choice heuristic. This, in turn, depends on the perceived fair-
ness of the policy outcome and procedure. When consumers
trust the retailer’s suggestion as being the best replacement
item, they are more likely to consider it. Conversely, when
the retailer is suspected of ‘bait and switch’ practices, oppo-
site effects may occur: consumers may switch away from the
suggested item or not buy anything from the category at all
(Fitzsimons and Lehmann 2004).
Price may play an important role in this evaluation proce-
dure. As consumers typically have an acceptable/fair price in
mind (Jedidi and Zhang 2002; Xia et al. 2004), replacement
items of a higher price may be valued less (lower expected
outcome).Moreover,whenthesuggestionisofahigherprice,
consumers may suspect the retailer of deliberately setting
alternatives unavailable to sell more proﬁtable items (self-
serving procedure). The price of the suggested items may for
this reason have a moderating effect:
H4. Suggestingahigher-pricedreplacementitemnegatively
moderates the (positive) effect of the suggestion.
Model description
Two-stage choice model
To test the impact of stock-outs and stock-out policies
on item selection, we take the model of Bronnenberg and
Vanhonacker (1996) as a starting point. This model – while
parsimonious – allows to distinguish the consideration from










, for i = 1,...,I (1)
where ph
it is the choice probability of item i for household h
at time t, uh
i is the choice utility of item i for household h,
and πh
it is the degree of consideration (inclusion probability)




1 + exp(θ − sh
it)
, for i = 1,...,I (2)
where sh
it is the consideration utility of item i for household
h at time t and θ is the threshold or minimum consideration
utility an item has to exceed in order to be considered for
choice.
Like Bronnenberg and Vanhonacker (1996), we assume
that the choice utility uh
i is a function of the intrinsic attrac-
tiveness of the items, captured by attribute-speciﬁc intercept
terms (DA,l,i)3 (Fader and Hardie 1996) and household pref-
erences for speciﬁc items (Prefh
i )( Ailawadi et al. 1999). An









The consideration utility (sh
it) reﬂects the salience of an alter-
native for a household—irrespective of its intrinsic appeal.
It is higher for recently purchased items, an effect captured
through the last purchase variable (LPh
it)i nE q .(4):
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Moreover, as argued in the previous section, an item’s con-
sideration utility (sh
it) and degree of consideration (πh
it) may
be inﬂuenced by stock-outs. First, we use stock-out dummy





1 + exp(θ − sh
it)
(1 − OOSit) (5)
Second, we have to account for the fact that remaining items
thatresembleOOSproductsonimportantattributes,maygain
extraattention.Suchdisproportionateshiftsinattentionarise
because consumers – especially habitual buyers who nor-
mally do not switch – may rely on speciﬁc product attributes
as cues to facilitate the forced replacement decision and keep




rate attribute-based stock-out asymmetry variables (OOSA,it,
whereAcanbebrand,ﬂavor,etc.)inEq.(4).Apositive(neg-
ative)coefﬁcientofastock-outasymmetryvariableindicates
3 Traditionally, price would also be included in the utility function, as it
determines a product’s intrinsic attractiveness. However, due to our experi-
mental setup, prices do not change over time and are – therefore – strongly
linked to the set of attributes describing the SKU. Estimation of a model
incorporating both SKU attribute constants and price would, under these
circumstances, lead to serious estimation problems caused by collinearity
between both sets of variables.E. Breugelmans et al. / Journal of Retailing 82 (3, 2006) 215–228 219
Table 1
Variables in the incidence and two-stage choice models
Variable Description Model
PIh
t is the category purchase probability of household h at time t
CRh Rate of category consumption for household h (as reported in the pre-purchase questionnaire) Incidence
INVh





0 is the in-home inventory level at the start of the purchase simulations (as reported in the
pre-purchase questionnaire) and Nh
t−1 is the number of units bought by consumer h in t−1
Incidence
CVh









t Non-visible OOS policy dummy variable (equal to 1 when household h has been exposed to an OOS
policy where stock-outs are not visible at ﬁrst sight and when there were OOS at time t, 0 otherwise)
Incidence
ph
it is the choice probability of item i for household h at time t
OOSit Stock-out dummy variable (equal to 1 if item i is OOS, 0 otherwise) Two-stage choicea
uh
i is the choice utility of item i for household h
A Set of attributes relevant to the product category (for instance: brand, ﬂavor, type and/or package size) Two-stage choice (CH)
LA Index set of levels relevant for attribute A Two-stage choice (CH)
DA,l,i Attribute-level dummy variable (equal to 1 if item i is characterized by level l on attribute A, 0 otherwise) Two-stage choice (CH)
Prefh
i Preference of household h for item i, measured as its ‘purchase share’ in the period prior to the
experiment (as reported in the post-purchase questionnaire)
Two-stage choice (CH)
πh
it is the degree of consideration of item i for household h at time t
θ Deterministic part of the threshold (minimum needs)
sh
it Deterministic part of the consideration utility of item i for household h at time t
LPh
it Last purchase dummy variable (equal to 1 when item i was last purchased by household h at time t,0
otherwise)
Two-stage choice (CO)
OOSA,it Stock-out asymmetry variable for attribute A (equal to the number of alternatives similar to i on attribute
A that are OOS at time t)
Two-stage choice (CO)
SUGGh




it Higher price suggestion dummy variable (equal to 1 when item i is suggested as a replacement item to
household h at time t and when the item is of a higher package-equivalent price than the OOS item, 0
otherwise)
Two-stage choice (CO)
a CO: consideration stage, CH: choice stage.
a tendency to consider (switch away from) alternatives with
the same attribute (see also Campo et al. 2003).4
Last but not least, to test our hypotheses, we add two
variables capturing the effect of the replacement policy: (i)
a dummy variable (SUGGh
it) for the main effect (which is
expected to be positive, H3: ωsugg >0) and (ii) an interaction
variable with price (HPSUGGh
it). The latter is introduced
to test whether the suggestion effect decreases (or even
becomes negative) when a higher-priced item is suggested
(H4: ωHpsugg <0).5 Using models (1)–(4), the increase in
choice probability when an item is suggested amounts to
(see Appendix A for derivations):
4 Asarobustnesscheck,wetestedseveralalternativestock-outasymmetry
deﬁnitions: (i) using weighted stock-outs instead of counts and/or (ii) ‘nor-
malizing’ the asymmetry variables with respect to the number of stock-outs
to values between zero and one. These alternative variable deﬁnitions did
not change the substantive results and did not provide a signiﬁcant increase
in model ﬁt.
5 Note that, in contrast to the absolute price variable (see Footnote 3), the
higher-price suggestion variable does not cause severe correlation problems
for two reasons. First, the variable has only two levels (higher priced or not).
Second, the variable reﬂects an item’s relative rather than absolute price
position. It follows that – for the same suggestion item – the variable may










−1(1 − pi|0) + pi|0
− 1
(6)
where pi |0 and pi |sugg are choice propensities of item i
whenitisnotsuggestedandwhenitishighlightedasanOOS
replacement, respectively. The component ωnet
sugg in expres-
sion (6) equals either ωsugg +ωHpsugg or ωsugg, depending
on whether the suggested item is or is not more expensive
thantheOOSproduct.Notethattheconsiderationprobability
(π) and the choice probability (p) enter the expression sep-
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t = γ0 + γCR CRh + γINV INVh




We include traditional household consumption rate (CRh)
and home inventory (INVh
t ) variables to characterize cate-
gory needs and a category value (CVh
t ) variable to capture
‘category attractiveness’. CVh
t is measured as the expected
maximum utility of making a purchase in the category (see
Table 1) and provides a link between incidence and choice
decisions (see e.g. Ben-Akiva and Lerman 1985; Bucklin et
al.1998).Notethatinourcase,changesincategoryattractive-
ness ( CV) are driven by stock-outs because other category
characteristics like price and promotion are held constant
throughout the experiment. More speciﬁcally, as can be seen
from Eqs. (2)–(5) and the speciﬁcation of the CV variable in
Table 1, CV will be lower when more –o rmore preferred
products – are unavailable. Conversely, proper suggestions
for replacement items may limit this decrease in CV. A pos-
itive CV-coefﬁcient in the incidence equation would thus
imply that stock-outs – especially of preferred products –




propensity triggered by the replacement policy amounts to






e−γCV  CV(1 − PI|0) + PI|0
(9)
where PI|0 (PI|repl) is the purchase incidence probability
in the benchmark (replacement) policy and the expression
reduces to zero if either γCV or  CV become zero.
Finally, we hypothesized that a non-visible stock-out pol-
icy, by creating uncertainty and frustration, reinforces the
negative impact of stock-outs on purchase incidence. To
test this effect, we include a dummy variable (NVPOLh
t )i n
the purchase utility equation (8), the coefﬁcient of which is
expected to be negative (H1: γnv <0). Based on models (7)
and (8), a non-visible policy changes category purchase inci-






e−γnv(1 − PI|0) + PI|0
(10)
6 To check whether the CV variable can fully capture the negative effects
of stock-outs on purchase incidence, we also estimated a model with a CV
and an aggregated stock-out variable. The latter could capture additional
psychological effects of the service failure, over and above the decrease in
category attractiveness. Yet, inclusion of the aggregate stock-out variable
did not signiﬁcantly improve model ﬁt.
where PI|0 and PI|nv are purchase incidence propensi-
ties under the benchmark and non-visible policies, respec-
tively. Note that both expressions (9) and (10) decrease in
PI|0. This makes intuitive sense: consumers with strong
initial purchase intentions (high usage rates, low invento-
ries) are less likely to be affected by the adopted OOS
policy.
Estimation approach
Incidence and choice models are estimated simultane-
ously.Toincorporatehouseholdheterogeneity,weusealatent


























t|s(i|inc) are given by Eqs. (1) and (7), yh
t is
equalto1ifconsumerhhasmadeapurchaseinthecategoryat
time t and 0 otherwise,yh
it is equal to 1 if consumer h chooses
item i at time t and 0 otherwise and Ψ(s) denotes the relative
size of segment s.
Empirical study
Experimental data
Data were collected by means of a realistic online store
experiment. This approach offers several advantages over
scanner panel data and traditional paper and pencil stock-
out surveys (e.g. greater ﬂexibility and control at relatively
low cost; Burke 1996). Concerning external validity, there is
growing evidence that computer simulated shopping exper-
iments provide highly realistic buying behavior data (Burke
et al. 1992; Campo et al. 1999). This particularly holds
in our study, where both the real and experimental choice
setting were online. The fact that we could use the site
of an existing online grocery store further adds to this
realism.7
The computer experiment consisted of three modules:
(1) a short pre-purchase questionnaire to collect general
information, (2) a purchase simulation module and (3)
a post-purchase questionnaire on the virtual store expe-
riences. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the
three different OOS policies. With the exception of the
ﬁrst week (which served as an initialization period), stock-
outs occurred in each experimental week (weeks 2–6).
Rather than manipulating OOS rates from week to week
7 The software and the experimental site were developed by Hypervision,
the software company responsible for the e-grocery site. Some adjustments
were made to ﬁt our experimental design (e.g. absence of promotions).E. Breugelmans et al. / Journal of Retailing 82 (3, 2006) 215–228 221
Table 2
Goodness-of-ﬁt (BIC, CAIC-statistics) for incidence and choice models
Margarine Cereals
Simultaneous with two-stage choice Simultaneous with
one-stage choice
Simultaneous with two-stage choice Simultaneous with
one-stage choice
Segmenten: 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 2
LL −0.08162 −0.07596 −0.07358 −0.07961 −0.04625 −0.04546 −0.04467 −0.0462505
BIC 7175 6961 7026 7296 11011 10857 10971 10989
CAIC 7199 7010 7100 7249 11064 10913 11051 10942
(and/or across respondent groups), we kept the OOS rate
constant, at a realistic level of about 8% of the products
in the category (Anderson Consulting 1996; Corsten and
Gruen 2003; Sloot et al. 2005). The occurrence of stock-
outs was uniformly distributed over weeks, low and high
share items and attribute levels (brands, ﬂavors, types and/or
sizes).
To get a representative sample, we used e-mail addresses
from two mailing lists. One was obtained from a list bro-
ker with addresses selected on the basis of demographic and
purchase behavior information. The second list contained
addresses from the full staff of the university—including
technical and administrative staff. The socio-demographic
characteristics of our sample matched the online grocery
sample proﬁles in other studies (e.g. Degeratu et al. 2000;
Rohm and Swaminathan 2004). For each mailing address,
participation was requested of the household member typ-
ically in charge of grocery shopping. Respondents were
invited to participate by an e-mail that included a link to the
online experimental site. To stimulate participation without
endangering the representativeness of the sample, partici-
pants were made eligible for some small rewards on a lottery
basis.
Respondents were asked to make purchases in an online
store during six ﬁctitious weeks for two product categories
(margarine with 17 SKUs and cereals with 46 SKUs).
The net sample comprised 584 respondents (response rate
of 17%). For margarine (cereals), 473 (414) respondents
completed the purchase simulation, leading to 2493 (2443)
purchase occasions. While the time compression of six
shopping weeks into one experimental session might appear
artiﬁcial, it has been shown to realistically capture dynamic
purchase patterns (Burke et al. 1992; Campo et al. 1999).
Also, while purchases are ﬁctitious and not restricted by real
(ﬁnancial, space/inventory) constraints, cues were provided
to enhance realism. Respondents were informed about their
weekly home inventory levels, computed on the basis of
previous purchases and reported consumption rates. The
purchase simulation instructions also explicitly indicated
that respondents were not obliged to buy every week. In
addition, when the adjusted household inventory – at the
end of the shopping trip – was insufﬁcient to satisfy average
(weekly) consumption needs, they were asked whether
they would visit another store to purchase the (missing)
product.
Estimation results
Models are estimated for a varying number of classes and
re-estimated using different sets of starting values.8 Based
on BIC and CAIC measures (see Table 2), we retain a
two-segment, two-stage choice model for both categories.9
Table 3 presents parameter estimates.
Theeffectsforthetraditionalvariablesaresigniﬁcantand
as expected. In the incidence model (panel b of Table 3),
higher consumption rates and/or lower in-home inventory
levels increase the propensity to buy from the category
(p<.01). The choice model results (panel a of Table 3) show
that most consumers tend to stay with the previously cho-
sen item for margarine (positive last purchase coefﬁcient in
both segments, p<.01). For cereals, a subset of households
switch between products (negative last purchase coefﬁcient
in segment 1, p<.01). This is not unexpected, cereals being
a category in which many consumers seek variation. Still, as
indicated by the attribute speciﬁc constants and item prefer-
ence coefﬁcients, these consumers seem to have clear long-
term preferences for speciﬁc items and attributes. In other
words, even variety seekers switch among a limited set of
preferred alternatives (combination of a negative last pur-
chase coefﬁcient of −0.7793 and a positive item preference
coefﬁcient of 9.1276 in segment 1 of cereals—pointing to
multi-item loyalty).
8 Due to the conditioning of the dataset and the large number of SKUs
in the cereals category, we used a two-step approach for this category. In
a ﬁrst step, we estimated the model with a given threshold (the value of
the threshold was determined on the basis of prior research (Bronnenberg
and Vanhonacker 1996) and the results of margarine). In a second step, we
re-estimated the value of the threshold, given the parameter estimates. We
repeated this procedure using the parameters of the previous iteration as
starting values until the change in log-likelihood value was smaller than
0.01%.
9 The two-stage model provided a signiﬁcant improvement in ﬁt over a
simple MNL model containing the same variables. As an additional check,
we also re-estimated the one-stage (simple MNL) and the two-stage (con-
sideration and choice) models on a smaller estimation sample comprising
(1)onlytheﬁrst5weeksofthedataset(excepttheﬁrst,initialization,week)
and (2) a subset (approximately 85%) of (randomly selected) households.
Wethencomparedthemodels’performanceonaholdoutsamplecontaining
respectively (1) observations from week 6 and (2) the subset (approximately
15%) of the remaining households. For both checks, the two-stage model is
foundtosubstantiallyoutperformtheone-stagemodelintermsofpredictive
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Table 3
Estimation results for the simultaneous incidence and two-stage choice model
Variable Margarine Variable Cereals
Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 1 Segment 2
Panel (a): Consideration set formation model Panel (a): Consideration set formation model
Stage 1: Consideration set formation Stage 1: Consideration set formation
Brand asymmetry Brand asymmetry −0.1449 0.5742***
Size asymmetry 1.0982*** 0.4657* Flavor asymmetry 0.0297 0.2029***
−0.0819 0.0536 Type asymmetry 0.0987 0.0871
Suggestion 1.3789*** −0.0864 Suggestion 0.5663** 0.4169
Suggestion (higher price) −1.0449a 0.2404a Suggestion (higher price) −0.3645a −0.0200a
Last purchase 2.9992*** 1.4677** Last purchase −0.7793*** 5.0513***
Threshold 6.5874 4.3681 Threshold 3.9994*** 3.1230***
Stage 2: Item selection Stage 2: Item selection
Brand Brand
Alpro 0.0401 0.1059 Nestl´ e −0.5482* −0.0350
Belolive −0.4608* 0.0502 Others −1.4213*** −0.1869
Benecol −1.0809*** −0.2695* Private label −0.7564*** −1.3670***
Bertolli 0.1344 0.1585 Flavor
Delhaize 0.3347 −0.5428* Nature 0.3004 −0.1821
Derby 0.2182 −0.0193 Honey 0.4555* 0.3816**
Efﬁ −0.2363 −0.2499 Fruit 0.1924 0.4692***
Planta −0.2634 −0.1657 Mixed 0.3117 −0.1041
Roda −0.8718* −1.1981** Type
Solo −0.7633** −0.3191* Corn 0.6428** 0.7944***
Vitelma 0.2149 0.0493 Wheat 0.4643* −0.4210**
Size Filled −0.0499 −2.2536***
Large size −0.6637** −0.5334*** Muesli 0.7959** 0.4631***
Item preference 2.6845*** 3.2386*** Crunchy 0.6679** −0.4613***
Mixed 0.2945 −0.2826
Variety −0.0073 −0.2033
Item preference 9.1276*** 1.8783***
Panel (b): Purchase incidence model Panel (b): Purchase incidence model
Constant −0.6695 0.7010 Constant 1.2369*** −0.2465
Category consumption 0.6273*** 0.9740*** Category consumption 1.6876*** 0.3324***
Inventory −2.2610*** −0.0979** Inventory −1.0835*** −0.1415***
Non-visible policy −0.2540** −0.1798 Non-visible policy 0.1320 −0.1972**
Category value 0.1254** 0.0808 Category value −0.0501 0.0592
Heterogeneity, relative size 67.35% 32.64% Heterogeneity, relative size 57.95% 42.04%
*Signiﬁcant at 10% level, **signiﬁcant at 5% level, ***signiﬁcant at 1% level (one-tailed signiﬁcance test).
a Because this is a moderating effect, the approach of Jaccard et al. (1990) must be adopted. Applying their rule indicates that higher-priced suggestion items
have a signiﬁcant moderating effect in the ﬁrst segment of margarine and in the ﬁrst segment of cereals. In both segments, the (main, positive) suggestion effect
is no longer signiﬁcant when higher-priced replacement items are suggested.
Concentrating on overall stock-out effects, we ﬁnd that
switching to a remaining alternative is the predominant reac-
tion. Panel b of Table 3 shows that stock-out induced reduc-
tions in category value only lower purchase incidence prob-
abilities for segment 1 of margarine (positive CV coefﬁcient
of 0.1254, p<.05).10 Research in a brick-and-mortar setting
has shown similar ﬁndings (Campo and Gijsbrechts 2005;
10 Notethattheabsenceofanysigniﬁcanteffectintheothersegmentsdoes
not mean that purchase incidence decisions are in no way inﬂuenced by the
attractiveness of the category at the time of purchase. Since in our appli-
cation, changes in category value are predominantly a result of stock-outs
(and, for example, not of price changes or promotions), the non-signiﬁcant
coefﬁcients only imply that (a limited number of) stock-outs do not reduce
the category’s attractiveness enough to make respondents refrain from their
planned purchases.
Sloot et al. 2005). In the choice model (panel a, consid-
eration set formation), we ﬁnd signiﬁcant OOS asymmetry
effects in one of the two segments for both categories. For
margarine, consumers of segment 1 are more likely to con-
sider alternatives of the same brand (b=1.0982, p<.01). For
cereals, consumers of segment 2 are more likely to consider
alternativesofthesamebrand(b=0.5742,p<.01)andﬂavor
(b=0.2029,p<.01).Theseresultsarecomparabletoﬁndings
for the same categories in a traditional store setting (Campo
et al. 2003).
Test of stock-out policy hypotheses
In support of H1, we ﬁnd that not showing stock-outs
has a signiﬁcant and negative impact on purchase incidence
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in segment 1, representing 67% of the sample) and almost
half of the cereals buyers (γnv =−0.1972, p<.05 in segment
2, representing 42% of the households). Households in the
remainingsegmentsdonotreactnegativelytothenon-visible
policy.11 Comparison of segment characteristics learns that
consumers who tend to stick to the same item (strong posi-
tive impact of the last purchase variable) are more likely to
cancel their purchase under a non-visible policy.12 For these
habitual buyers, the false expectations of being able to buy
their favorite products – created by the non-visible policy –
may reinforce the perceived loss when they ﬁnd out, after
clicking, that their preferred item is unavailable.
To assess the signiﬁcance of the main and moderating
effect of the replacement policy, we use the approach out-
lined in Jaccard et al. (1990). Starting with the main effect
on choice we ﬁnd that, in support of H3, being suggested
has a signiﬁcant and positive impact on consideration in the
ﬁrst segment of margarine (b=1.3789, 67% of households)
andcereals(b=0.5668,58%ofhouseholds).Especiallycon-
sumerswhoﬁndtheproductcategorylessimportant13 (lower
ratings on importance scales, p<.05 and lower consump-
tion rates, p<.05) appreciate the retailer’s guidance. For
these segments, suggesting a substitute item also tempers the
decrease in category attractiveness (CV) caused by stock-
outs. Yet, these changes in category value only carry through
to incidence in the ﬁrst segment of margarine, where the
coefﬁcient of CV is signiﬁcant (see Table 3). It follows that
the replacement policy only has a limited effect on purchase
incidence, providing partial support for hypothesis H2.A
possible explanation is that Eq. (8) only allows for indirect
effects of suggestions on category purchase, through the CV
variable. As a robustness check, we therefore ran a model
whereareplacementpolicydummyisaddedtoEq.(8)tocap-
ture the inﬂuence on incidence directly. However, in neither
category/segment did this dummy reveal signiﬁcant, leaving
the conclusions unchanged.
Concerning the moderating effect of the recommended
replacement item’s price, we ﬁnd – from Table 3 and using
11 One possible reason is that these households, despite the random assign-
ment of stock-outs, simply faced fewer OOS encounters. To check this, we
computed(i)theaveragenumberofstock-outs(ii)seenbyhouseholdsinthe
non-visible policy condition (iii) that had an intention to buy from the cate-
gory(clickedonatleastoneitem),beforetheyeithersuccessfullypurchased
ordecidedtocancelplannedpurchases.Thisnumberisnotsigniﬁcantlydif-
ferent between segments that do and do not buy less under the non-visible
policy, indicating that the difference in response is not an ‘artifact’ of the
experimental setup.
12 It is important in this respect to make a distinction between intrinsic
item preference (measured by the long-term average purchase share Pref)
and habit persistence (measured by the last purchase variable LP) (see e.g.
Ailawadi et al. 1999). Consumers of segment 2 (margarine) and 1 (cereals)
appear to be loyal to a set of items (strong effect of long-term preference),
from which they make a selection that may vary by purchase occasion (low
habit persistence or even a tendency to switch between different items over
time in segment 1 of cereals).
13 As indicated in Experimental data section, additional questions were
included in the computer experiment to collect general consumer informa-
tion, such as product usage rates and involvement.
the approach of Jaccard et al. (1990) – that the impact of
the replacement policy on consideration is no longer signiﬁ-
cantwhenthesuggestionisahigher-priceditem.14 Hence,in
bothcategories,thepositiveconsideration(andchoice)effect
disappears when a more expensive replacement item is sug-
gested. Likewise, the positive main effect of the replacement
policy on incidence, observed for margarine in segment 1,
is nulliﬁed when higher-priced replacement items are sug-
gested, conﬁrming hypothesis H4.
Consequences of the stock-out policy
To further assess the consequences of OOS policies, we
usetheactualpurchasedataasasimulationbasis.Choiceand
incidence probabilities are computed for each of the three
policies. Table 4 reports the average changes in these proba-
bilities when a non-visible or replacement policy is adopted
insteadofthebenchmark(visible,noreplacement)approach.
Compared to the visible/no replacement policy, a non-
visible policy substantially reduces the consumers’ tendency
to buy in the category (see Table 4). In segments where a
signiﬁcant response is noted, the purchase probability drops
by10.48%formargarineand8.21%forcereals.Theseﬁgures
represent a 5.04% and 4.74% sales decrease for the market
as a whole.
Suggesting a substitute item substantially increases its
choiceprobabilityandsalesvolume(seeTable4).Withinthe
segmentswherethereplacementpolicyissigniﬁcant,thelike-
lihood that a suggested item is chosen, increases on average
with 64% (margarine, segment 1) and 43% (cereals, segment
1) as compared to the visible/no replacement policy. This
represents an increase of about 46% (margarine) and 16%
(cereals) at the market level (both segments taken together).
Overall sales increases for the suggested items show com-
parable ﬁgures (see Table 4), as category purchase rates are
only marginally affected for margarine (increase of 0.7% for
segment 1; increase of 0.38% for the whole market) and not
affected at all for cereals.
The extent to which suggesting a replacement item
increasesitschoiceprobabilitymainlydependsontwofactors
(see Eq. (6)). First, the effect will be smaller for substi-
tutes that already had a high probability of being considered.
Second, the increase in attention will only translate into sub-
stantialincreasesinchoiceprobability,whenthesuggestion’s
intrinsic value is sufﬁciently high. A hypothetical example
illustrates this.
Consider, in Table 5, an assortment of four items (A–D)
with ‘regular’ choice probabilities (no disruptions) as
deﬁned in panel a. Alternatives A and B have the same
14 In the model presented here, the suggestion is considered as ‘higher
priced’ as soon as its price per volume-unit (say, ounce) exceeds that of
the OOS item. We also considered alternative operationalizations, where (i)
the price difference was required to exceed a (10% and 15%) threshold or
where (ii) the comparison was between package (instead of volume-unit)
prices. The substantive results remained unaltered: signiﬁcant and negative
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Table 4
Average changes in incidence and choice probabilities (relative to the base setting) from changes in the OOS policy (actual data set)
Margarine Cereals
Segment 1 Segment 2 Total Segment 1 Segment 2 Total
Non-visible policy
Change in incidence probability −10.48% n.s.a −5.04% n.s. −8.21% −4.74%
Expected volume (sumb of incidence probabilities) in
base scenario
660.42678 608.20114 1268.94109 596.91032 759.61312 1356.52344
Expected volume (sumb of incidence probabilities) in
non-visible policy
591.20114 608.20114 1199.71545 596.91032 697.30401 1294.235164
(Non-suspicious) replacement policy
Change in choice probability of the suggested item 64.03% n.s. 45.59% 42.93% n.s. 15.83%
Change in incidence probability 0.79% n.s. 0.38% n.s. n.s. n.s.
Expected volume (sumb of purchase
probability×choice probability) of items that were
suggested in base scenario
53.979380 38.56588 92.54526 62.360761 92.054887 154.4155648
Expected volume (sumb of purchase
probability×choice probability) of suggested
items
91.341003 38.56588 129.906883 88.578737 92.054887 180.633724
a n.s.: not signiﬁcant.
b Over respondents and shopping trips.
Table 5
Changes in incidence and choice probabilities when a replacement item is suggested (hypothetical example)a
Item selection Category purchase
ABCD
Panel (a): Regular choice environment
Degree of consideration 0.69 0.4 0.69 0.85
Choice utility 0.18 0.74 0.74 0.6
Choice probability 18% 18% 31% 33%
Incidence probability 56.6%
Panel (b): Disrupted choice environment (stock-out of D)
Choice probability 27% 27% 47% 0%
Incidence probability 55.4%
Panel (c): Suggesting replacement items for the out-of-stock item
Degree of consideration if item is suggested 0.90 0.72 0.90 0
Choice utility 0.18 0.74 0.74 0.6
Choice probability if item is suggested (others not) 32% 40% 53% 0%
Incidence probability if item is suggested 55.6% 56% 55.8%
Panel (d): Effect of replacement policy
  in consideration probability if item is suggested (others not) 30.20% 81.72% 30.20%
  in choice probability if item is suggested (others not) 20.52% 48.97% 14.16%
  in incidence probability if item is suggested (others not) 0.43% 1.10% 0.73%
a Based on expressions (6) and (9). In this example, we do not take the effects of asymmetric switching into account. As an example, we take the coefﬁcient
of the suggestion/category value variable of segment 1, margarine (see Table 3): 1.3789 and 0.1254, respectively.
choice probability, but alternative A has a higher degree of
consideration and a lower choice utility.15 Alternatives B
and C, in contrast, have the same choice utility but C has a
higher degree of consideration than B. To isolate the effects
15 Although consideration and choice utility of alternatives will often be
positively related, low consideration items may have high choice utilities.
Habitual buyers may fail to consider high-utility items that have been added
to a category, because they adhere to their purchase routine—except, e.g.
when forced to do so because of stock-outs. For instance, while the cereals
categoryisdominatedbystrongnationalbrands(highconsiderationandhigh
choice utility), private label entrants often constitute a valuable substitute as
retailers practically duplicate the national brands’ cereals assortment. Yet,
though their choice utility is high, private labels’ consideration utility may
remain low until ‘forced’ into the consumers’ consideration set.
of the OOS policy, we assume that there are no differences
between the items in asymmetric switching effects.
Suppose alternative D is OOS. Panel b of Table 5 shows
the change in choice probabilities for the remaining alterna-
tives if no suggestions are made. Items with the same prior
choice probability (A and B) lever up to the same point. Yet,
this is no longer true with a replacement policy. Comparing
the change in choice probability for items B and C indi-
cates that the suggestion works better for alternatives with
a low degree of consideration (item B; see panel c). In line
with this, among items with the same prior propensity of
being chosen (items A and B), the effect of the suggestion
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ity item (item B).16 As indicated in the table (and already
clear from Eq. (9)), these changes will carry through in the
purchase incidence effects of the replacement policy—be it
only marginally. More ‘effective’ suggestions (in the hypo-
theticalexample:suggestingitemB)leadtoalowerdecrease
in category attractiveness  CV and hence to slightly higher
category purchase propensities.
Discussion and limitations
In spite of many differences between online and ofﬂine
stores, OOS reactions in online grocery stores appear to
be very similar to reactions observed in traditional stores.
Most consumers prefer to buy another item, rather than
dropping the category purchase or visiting another store.
This may seem surprising at ﬁrst, various sources suggesting
that shopping around is much less of an imposition in an
online setting (e.g. Alba et al., 1997). In hindsight, the ﬁxed
cost-per-deliveryortheburdenofhavingtofamiliarizethem-
selves with another virtual store, combined with the fact that
online shoppers are typically time-pressed and convenience-
oriented (Morganosky and Cude 2002), may refrain these
consumersfromprocuringOOSitemsincompetinge-stores.
Even though the consumers in our experiment did not
actually experience these inconveniences, the fact that they
were asked to mimic true purchase behavior may have been
sufﬁcient. Clearly, future studies of actual online purchases
and/or motivations are needed to conﬁrm these ﬁndings.
Our primary objective, however, was to assess the effect
of alternative OOS policies that are easily implementable
in online settings. We ﬁnd that a non-visible policy (where
consumers only become aware of an OOS when they click
on the product to purchase it) reduces category purchases
for the majority of consumers. Consumers clearly prefer
to know the real assortment they can choose from upfront.
This effect is especially strong for consumers who tend to
repurchase the same item. In fact, these consumers face a
‘double-jeopardy’ effect. Given their preference to stay with
the same item, they are more strongly disappointed when
ﬁnding out that their favorite item is in fact unavailable.
Also, because they tend to repurchase the same product,
they typically have little experience with other alternatives
and, consequently, face higher search costs. In contrast,
consumers who divide their purchases over a set of items
(multi-item loyals or variety seekers) react less negatively to
the non-visible policy. Most of them simply select another
product from their favorite set, rather than giving up the
planned purchase. It follows that a non-visible OOS policy
not necessarily evokes negative reactions for all consumers,
16 Compared to a two-stage model, the one-stage model would lead to
seriousbiasesofthesuggestioneffect.Indeed,intheone-stagemodel,items
with the same prior choice probability (A and B) would obtain the same
gain from being suggested irrespective of the underlying consideration and
intrinsic choice utility (see Appendix A for derivations).
product categories and purchase situations. The effect of
a non-visible policy may also depend on the number of
OOS items and the frequency with which stock-outs occur.
Even consumers with a high variety-seeking tendency may
eventuallybecomefrustratedandcanceltheirpurchasewhen
the level or frequency of stock-outs becomes too high.
Second, suggesting a replacement item substantially
increases the consideration and (hence) choice probability of
the suggested item. An important implication is that retail-
ers can re-direct choices in case of stock-outs, by suggesting
appropriate substitutes. Yet, there are limits to what can be
achieved. For one, the results also indicate that consumers
cannotbeluredintopurchasingmoreexpensiveitems.When
consumers become suspicious of the retailer’s fairness, the
positiveeffectsofthesuggestioncancelout.Second,suggest-
ing a replacement item affects its choice probability through
an increase in consideration utility rather than a change in
intrinsic utility. It follows that suggesting a replacement item
will have little effect if that item does not really appeal to
consumers. Third, the change in choice probability depends
on the item’s initial consideration utility. Items that would
otherwise have a low consideration probability, have more to
gain from being suggested than items that are already highly
salient without the suggestion.
While the replacement policy strongly affects consumers’
choice decisions, it hardly inﬂuences the probability that
consumers will cancel the store purchase. This is not too
surprising, given the fact that stock-outs have no or only a
limited effect on purchase incidence in general. No effects
are found for cereals and only small effects for margarine.
This might be linked to the categories under consideration.
Previous OOS research has shown that purchase incidence
effectsmaydependoncategoryfeatureslikeassortmentsize,
the consumers’ variety seeking tendency and perceived dif-
ferences within the category.
The absence of category purchase effects sheds further
light on appropriate replacement practices and, in particu-
lar, on the use of price-matching recommendations—where
a more expensive substitute is made available at the price
of the OOS item. On the one hand, our choice-level results
indicatethathigher-pricedsuggestionswillnotbeactedupon
by consumers. In view of this, reducing the substitute’s price
to that of the OOS product can be considered as ‘good prac-
tice’,ifthee-tailers’objectiveisto‘re-direct’choices.Onthe
other hand, if – as our ﬁndings suggest – higher-priced sug-
gestions hardly translate into reduced category losses, such
price-matching would only lower per unit margins without
any category gains. E-grocers, therefore, have a clear interest
in critically assessing the implications of their replacement
approach.
Taken together, our results demonstrate (1) that online
retailers can guide a consumer’s choice in an OOS situation
by adopting a replacement policy but that they should be
careful in the selection of the suggested replacement item
and (2) that the OOS reaction may be more negative when
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(hiding stock-outs or suggesting higher-priced options as a
retailer-enrichingstrategy).Consumersclearlyvalueanopen
and honest retailer who truly helps in ﬁnding an appropriate
substitution item. This is consistent with other research
ﬁndings. Fitzsimons and Lehmann (2004), for instance,
found that recommendations aimed at facilitating the online
search process are generally highly appreciated, except
when dubious recommendations are made. In line with
customer relationship marketing principles, this conﬁrms
that a customer-oriented stock-out approach will beneﬁt
both the retailer and consumer.
Obviously,ourstudyleavesampleopportunitiesforfuture
research. First, due to the small number of observations
per respondent in our experiment, we were not able to take
dynamic effects into account. Also, despite the advantages
of a tightly controlled experiment, using a laboratory setting
may have entailed some biases. While we stressed that
respondents were not obliged to make a purchase in the
category each week, we cannot rule out that the limited
purchase incidence effect is partially due to the artiﬁcial set-
ting. Future studies based on real purchase data from online
stores could study the medium and long-term effect of OOS
policies on category and even store purchases. Second, we
only focused on a subset of OOS policies available to online
retailers. Investigating and comparing additional policies
(e.g. other shelf rearrangements) might be an interesting
topic for future research. Third, we ﬁxed the OOS rate to the
8% average reported in previous studies. While this ﬁgure
is representative for most brick-and-mortar grocery stores,
it constitutes a conservative estimate of online OOS rates.
This might explain why half of the respondents do not react
negatively to the non-visible OOS policy. Finally, our results
are obtained for only two categories and not necessarily
generalizable to other grocery products or other e-tailers.
For instance, while we observed negative moderating effects
of suggesting higher-priced items, up-selling might pay off
for non-frequently purchased goods if consumers can be
convinced of the substitute’s higher intrinsic value. Also,
while we found stock-outs to be harmful and OOS policies
capable in alleviating negative consequences, there are
settings where product scarcity may signal attractiveness
and, hence, raise demand. Future studies could broaden the
scope and investigate the impact of stock-outs and stock-out
policies in other shopping environments.
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Appendix A
Effect of the replacement stock-out policy on choice
probability
The choice probability when item i is not suggested as a






withAi = exp(u 
i)fortheone-stage(MNL)choicemodeland
Ai =πi exp(ui) for the two-stage (B&V) choice model.
When item i is suggested as a substitute for the OOS
item,itsattractiveness(Ai)increases(withasuggestionfactor
SFi >1)whiletheattractivenessoftheremainingalternatives
(Aj, j =i) remains unaltered:
pi|sugg =
SFiAi  
j =iAj + SFiAi
(A.2)
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In a one-stage (MNL) choice model, the increase in attrac-
tiveness is given by
SFi = exp(ω net
sugg) (A.4)
with ω net
sugg = ω 
sugg + ω 
Hpsugg if the suggested item is more
expensive than the OOS product and ω net
sugg = ω 
sugg if the
suggested item is not more expensive than the OOS product.
In a two-stage choice model, the increase in attrac-
tiveness depends on the impact of the suggestion on the
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= πi|sugg+(1−πi|sugg)exp(ωnet
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with ωnet
sugg = ωsugg + ωHpsugg if the suggested item is more
expensive than the OOS product and ωnet
sugg = ωsugg if the
suggested item is not more expensive than the OOS product.
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for the two-stage model (A.7)
Effect of the non-visible and replacement stock-out
policy on incidence probability
Changing the benchmark stock-out policy (visible, no
replacement) (PI|0) to a more active stock-out policy (non-
visibleorreplacement)(PI| pol)changesthepurchaseinci-
dence probability with the following fraction:
 PI =
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(A.8)
For the non-visible policy,w eh a v e







e−γnv(1 − PI|0) + PI|0
(A.10)
For the replacement policy, the effect depends on the coefﬁ-
cient of category value and on the difference in the category
value:







e−γCV  CV(1 − PI|0) + PI|0
(A.12)
where change in the category value can be expressed as
















Using the denominator of (A.2) and (A.1) gives




























= ln(1 − pi|0(1 − SFi))
(A.14)
Substituting (A.5) and (A.14) in (A.11) gives
exp(W  − W)
= exp(γCV ln(1−pi|0(1−SFi))) = (1−pi|0(1 − SFi))γCV
= (1−pi|0(1 − πi|sugg − (1 − πi|sugg)exp(ωnet
sugg)))
γCV
= (1 − pi|0(1 − πi|sugg)(1 − exp(ωnet
sugg)))
γCV
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